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exceptional defenceman SITS atop 

the MID SEASON rankings 

Aaron Ekblad sits first but that could all change in just a few 

months, Reinhart and Bennett closing in 

Our days are numbered before the 2014 NHL Entry Draft commences marking a time that teams 

cap off years of analysis, scouting and debate by selecting the next pieces in their franchise’s 
puzzle. After the last three drafts produced star studded talent at the top in Colorado’s Nathan 
MacKinnon and Edmonton’s Nail Yakupov and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins, NHL scouting teams are 
still debating about who belongs at the top for the 2014 version.  
 
In a draft class that’s void of franchise defensemen, Aaron Ekblad of the Barrie Colts remains the 
majority favourite to be selected first overall after experiencing some impressive development 
since joining the OHL as an underraged 15-year-old. Nipping at Ekblad’s heels is Kootenay’s 
Sam Reinhart and Kingston’s Sam Bennett, two pivots with strong two-way games and offensive 
flair on the attacking side of the puck. Unlike most draft crops, atop the rankings there is still 
uncertainty whether anyone of Ekblad, Reinhart or Bennett possess the elite upside that we’ve 
become accustomed to with 1st overall selections. While the mature and versatile Ekblad and 
Reinhart project as a top pairing defenseman and number one pivot, neither appear to be 
“SUPERstar” calibre. That could change quickly as further development takes place. Names like 
Leon Draisaitl, Michael Dal Colle, Nick Ritchie, Kasper Kapanen and Michael Nylander are 
 

2014 NHL Entry Draft Midterm Ranking 

 

Top 10  

2014 NHL Draft 

Prospects 

 

1. Aaron Ekblad, RD (Barrie, OHL) 

2. Sam Reinhart, RC (Kootenay, WHL) 

3. Sam Bennett, LC (Kingston, OHL) 

4. Michael Dal Colle, LW (Oshawa, OHL) 

5. Nick Ritchie, LW (Peterborough, OHL) 

6. Leon Draisaitl, LC (Prince Albert, WHL) 
7. William Nylander, LW (Sodertalje, SWE) 

8. Brendan Perlini, LW (Niagara, OHL) 

9. Nikolaj Ehlers, LW (Halifax, QMJHL) 

10. Haydn Fleury, LD (Red Deer, WHL) 

 

Aaron Ekblad, RD (Barrie, OHL) 

Ranking a defenseman first is certainly a novel idea for me but Ekblad is worthy of this spot. Physically imposing with great 
size and an intimidating presence, Ekblad has shown massive developments in his skating and offensive confidence, one 
that stems around a hard accurate point shot that has eyes for the net. From the 2014 NHL Draft class, Ekblad stands the 
best chance of skating away a potential superstar.  

@EK5Colts 
 

About the Author 
The Scouting Bureau website is operated by hockey prospect writer and scout Brendan Ross, better known as @RossyYoungblood in hockey circles. 

Ross is a credentialed CHL writer who follows the OHL and its prospects contributing to both NHL Entry Draft and OHL Priority Selection Draft feature pieces on 
a variety of online websites. 

As the manager of DobberProspects.com and a scout for TheScout.ca, Ross spends countless hours in rinks across Ontario and Northern Michigan. 
 

The Youngblood newsletter promotes and follows upcoming hockey talents across the globe. 

players to watch as each of these talents have the skillsets to emerge as star players barring minor 
improvements in their games. In fact, deep into the first and early second round many players including the 
likes of forwards Josh Ho-Sang, Nikolay Goldobin, David Pastrnak, Sonny Milano and defensemen Juluis 
Honka and Anthony DeAngelo all possess the dynamic offensive games that could be cashed in on if they 
begin to slide come draft day.   
 
With a close eye on the Ontario Hockey League, I have taken in countless live viewings of its respective 
draft eligible skaters and utilized video of several international and major junior level contests to compile a 
top 75 ranking for the upcoming draft. Observations are gathered personally and through consultation with 
other professionals in the field. With most of the significant scouting events already passed us, draft eligible 
players will turn to the critical games heading down the stretch and into the post-season to separate 
themselves from their peers. BR 

 

Barrie Colts' captain Aaron Ekblad has 
been on an upward projectory since 
receiving exceptional player status in 
2011 (Aaron Bell/OHL Images) 
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Sam Reinhart, RC (Kootenay, WHL)  
 

Nipping at Ekblad’s heels is Kootenay’s fierce leader in Sam Reinhart. The right handed pivot owns top-end hockey 
sense and his compete level is off the charts, making him a constant threat on every shift. Reinhart comes from great 
hockey bloodlines and while his upside isn’t at superstar status, his NHL certainty is among the best of his peers. 
 

@SamsonReinhart 
 

Sam Bennett, LC (Kingston, OHL)  
 

Comparing Kingston’s Sam Bennett to Sam Reinhart and we’re talking 2A/2B as these two forwards are neck-and-neck 
in the rankings. The above-mentioned Reinhart possesses a game that projects to the NHL nicely featuring both the skill 
and intangibles teams covet; however, Bennett’s game mirrors those qualities but also, his offensive ceiling appears to 
be slightly higher. Competitive, versatile and highly skilled, Bennett is a player with that “it” factor to get the job done 
when the game’s on the line.  

@SBennett93 
 

The Frontenacs offensive leader is Sam 
Bennett, a puck hungry center with an 
admirable compete level (Aaron Bell/OHL 
Images) 

Michael Dal Colle, LW (Oshawa, OHL)  
 

It doesn’t take long to see why Generals’ forward Dal Colle is high in scouts’ rankings as the rangy winger owns a 
similar skillset to successful NHLers James van Riemsdyk and Bobby Ryan in the way that he dictates the play with 
his size and puck skills. Dal Colle owns fantastic puck possession skills and his innate ability to dissect the ice 
benefits his game greatly as an elite playmaker. He is an efficient power play quarterback and his NHL certainty 
looks very good, especially if he continues to improve his skating.  

@MDalColle71 
 

Nick Ritchie, LW (Peterborough, OHL)  
 

The Peterborough Petes’ offensive leader, Nick Ritchie is one of the more polarizing players in his class. Scouts 
appear to have opposing views on Ritchie to this point but his size, physicality and skill all rank above-average to elite 
levels. Few players can dominate puck possession and strike fear in their opponents like Ritchie can. His game 
personifies old-school Canadian hockey and his favourable package will have NHL teams calling for his services. 
Ritchie’s shooting arsenal is NHL calibre and he owns one of the best backhand shots witnessed at the junior level. 
He is a dominant junior player when in the lineup and his game still has room for more development making him a 
valuable investment prospect.  

@ritchboiii 
 

The Generals received a boost with 
Laughton returning from NHL camp but Dal 
Colle has been equally as important to 

Oshawa's success (Aaron Bell/OHL Images) 

Leon Draisaitl, LC (Prince Albert, WHL)  
 

Blessed with a quick processor, Draisaitl analyzes the game quicker than most of his peers. A pass-first type of power forward, Draisaitl thinks up and executes 
creative passing options - two attributes that are vital to his craft as an extremely dangerous playmaker. The big German pivot is coming off poor showings at the 
World Junior Championship and CHL/NHL Top Prospects game so his draft stock is hanging by a thread. Heading down the final stretch toward draft day, he will 
need to show improvements in his consistency to maintain his lofty ranking.  

@Drat_29 

William Nylander, LW (Sodertalje, SWE) 
 

Ranked 9th after displaying a polarizing offensive game, William Nylander is perhaps the most skilled dynamic forward available. The knock against Nylander is that 
he hasn’t shown the willingness to utilize his teammates enough, leaving scouts to question his dedication to the team game. Without a doubt, Nylander possesses 
the puck skills and timely offensive instincts to become a game-breaker but it’s still fairly uncertain how high teams are willing to gamble on such a talent.  

@snizzbone 
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Brendan Perlini, LW (Niagara, OHL)  
 

Finding his comfort zone in Niagara early, Brendan Perlini was off to a sizzling start to his draft season scoring at a 
ridiculous pace. The hype has settled a bit on Perlini but he is a player worthy of a top 10 selection considering his 
size, offensive competence and ability to mix it up physically are all appealing pro traits. Perlini is at the top of his 
game when he’s engaged physically and his knack for dominating possession in the dirty areas of the ice is 
admirable. Specifically, the IceDogs’ winger has made walking off the half-boards and unleashing his lightning quick 
shot a trademark of his game.  

@Bubzp11 
 

Nikolaj Ehlers, LW (Halifax, QMJHL)  
 

Imported from Denmark, Ehlers has replaced the scoring void quite nicely after Nathan MacKinnon made the leap to the Colorado Avalanche. Like his 
predecessor in Halifax, Ehlers is one of the fastest skaters in the draft, blazing past defenders and utilizing his dynamic elusive cuts in and out of traffic to 
create room. The depth of intelligence Ehlers possesses for the game allows him to adopt both a shooter and playmaker’s mentality. Rising up draft boards 
quickly with an immense amount of skill and speed. 

@NikolajEhlers24 

Brendan Perlini of the Niagara IceDogs 
(Terry Wilson/OHL Images) 

Haydn Fleury, LD (Red Deer, WHL)  
 

The second ranked defenceman in a draft class with few top-end blue liners, Rebels’ Haydn Fleury is a mobile player who excels at containing and stifling the 
opposition’s attack. With no real deficiency in his game, Fleury possesses an all-around game featured around strong outlet passes, high-end intelligence, smooth 
skating and admirable size. He’s not quite a finished prospect yet so he certainly falls into that potential “riser” category. He owns the complete package to be a top 
four defender at the NHL level. 

@fleury96 

Jake Virtanen, RW (Calgary, WHL)  
 

The versatile Virtanen is a highly competitive, three-zone winger and his in-your-face approach to the game makes defending him extremely frustrating. Derived 
from a strong technical stride, Virtanen gets around the rink well and while he’s not a dazzling puck handler, his puck skills are certainly a strength of his game. 
With Virtanen’s size, compete level and tenacious attack, the young Canadian won’t wait too long at the 2014 NHL Draft to hear his name called. 
 

@Jake_Virtanen 
 

Jared McCann, LC (Sault Ste. Marie, OHL)  
 

Responsible two-way pivots are attractive commodities come draft day and that’s what places Jared McCann so high 
on lists.  McCann earns his opportunities through playing smart conscientious hockey in an industrious sort of way. 
He’s not a player to cheat or take shifts off so it goes without saying that he exhibits a tremendous work ethic. With 
no glaring weakness in his game, it should be noted that his shot and vision are above-average skill sets that 
contribute to his solid offensive upside.  

@jaredmccann19 

Jared McCann's talent shouldn't go 
unnoticed. Responsible two-way 
centres who can bury the biscuit are 
always coveted high at the NHL Draft 
(Terry Wilson/OHL Images) 

Kasperi Kapanen, RW (KalPa, FIN) 

Playing alongside father and former NHLer Sami Kapanen in KalPa, Kasperi has overcome injury that kept him from 
competing for Finland at the 2014 World Junior Championship and remains high in the ranks simply because few 
possess his top-end puck handling ability. His game lacks ideal size and physicality but his hockey sense, on-ice vision 
and playmaking skills are unparalleled and in a draft class with few game-breakers, Kapanen will be desirable. 
 

@KasperiKapanen 
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David Pastrnak, RW (Sodertalje, SWE) 

Climbing the ranks quickly, David Pastrnak has been flashing his exciting offensive skillset at every level, 
most recently at the World Junior Championships. Using quick agile cuts and dazzling puck skills, 
Pastrnak attacks quickly often making defenders look foolish along the way. He hounds pucks in an 
unrelenting way and doesn’t steer away from traffic but his underdeveloped frame can hold him back 
occasionally in puck battles. The young Czech forward has been fantastic in Allsvenskan professional 
action and he currently leads his men’s team in scoring as a 17-year-old.  

@pastrnak96 

Recognizing his weaknesses, Spitfires' Ho-Sang has 
worked hard to improve as a complete player (Terry 
Wilson/OHL Images) 

Josh Ho-Sang, RW (Windsor, OHL) 

Flourishing in his draft year after addressing his weaknesses from his rookie campaign, Josh Ho-Sang 
is among the draft’s most offensively gifted forwards. With all-world skating abilities and the puck 
handling skills to dangle opponents, Ho-Sang is a game-breaker. His game has matured significantly 
over the past calendar year displaying fewer turnovers (often a result of over handling the puck) and 
making a conscious effort to share the puck more often. No longer is back checking or picking up 
defensive assignments a large concern of his game. The adjustments have worked. Ho-Sang is a 
more complete and dangerous player showing several layers of offense – as a dangler, playmaker or 
scorer. His game has reached new levels after Windsor’s lineup took a new direction following the 
trade deadline shakeup.      @66jhosang 

 

 
Anton Karlsson, RW (Frolunda J20, SWE) 

The young Swede served as a menacing forward at the World Junior tournament displaying an irritating physical 
presence and gritty forecheck. Anton Karlsson isn’t limited to that role though as he’s shown a crafty set of puck 
skills and offensive flair playing for Frolunda’s junior squad. With good size, strong skating and an ability to adjust 
roles, Anton Karlsson’s pro upside is very appealing.       @AntonKarlsson61 

 

Nikolay Goldobin, LC (Sarnia, OHL) 

Sarnia is home to two of the biggest draft wildcards and the first on the list is the OHL’s leading draft eligible 
scorer in Nikolay Goldobin. Putting his laidback demeanor and carefree style of hockey aside, Goldobin’s 
offensive skill level is off the charts. No player in the draft owns Goldobin’s ability to handle the puck and find 
space under pressure and it’s a skill that’s magnified on the powerplay. Extremely creative vision and tricky 
puck skills provide Goldobin with the ammo to sink opposing defenses. Unfortunately, Goldobin’s intensity (or 
lack thereof) raises red flags and drops him significantly down the rankings. Otherwise, teams would be 
jumping to grab this tremendously gifted Russian talent that has done nothing but produce points in 
Sarnia…and lots of them.                   @NGoldobin 

 

Playing on a struggling Sarnia Sting team, 
Nikolay Goldobin has carried the offense finishing 
as the top OHL rookie scorer in 12/13 and sits 
among the OHL scoring leaders in his draft year 
(Terry Wilson/OHL Images) 

Sonny Milano, LW (USNTDP, USHL) 

Skating alongside Jack Eichel (potential 2015 1st overall selection) certainly hasn’t impeded Sonny Milano’s rise up the draft boards. However, Milano is a 
tremendous prospect in his own right. Slick puck handling and a high panic threshold allow this dynamic winger to dominate possession and dictate the pace of the 
game. He owns good separation speed with elusive qualities which makes him a difficult attacker to contain. Milano breeds offence and joins an exciting group of 

highly skilled smaller forwards looking to prove their worth – a common player type of the 2014 draft class.           @27SMiLano 

Ivan Barbashev, LW (Moncton, QMJHL) 

Barbeshev is a lanky playmaking winger with a playing style that revolves around his high-end ability to read the ice and maintain possession through good puck 
protection practices. Handling the puck and setting up teammates originate from strong hockey instincts and helps Barbeshev in his responsible defensive game as 
well.  The Moncton Wildcat forward has been impressive in his board battles and flair for walking off the half-boards wiring a shot on net.  @Barbashev2295 
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Adrian Kempe, LW (Modo Jr, SWE) 

Kempe has an excellent frame that moves extremely well chasing down loose pucks with an aggressive pursuit often initiating contact and engaging in puck 
battles with great success. His north-south style of game combines well with his strong skating stride as this power forward puts defenders on their heels with 
his unrelenting attack. Kempe drives the net hard and shows good puck handling ability, especially in the dirty areas of the rink.  

@adriankempe 
 

 Julius Honka, RD (Swift Current, WHL) 

A tremendously gifted skater possessing four-way dynamic mobility, Julius Honka gets up and down the ice more efficiently than any other defender in his class. 
Athletically gifted, Honka utilizes his elite hockey sense, ability to read the play quickly and poise in possession to control the tempo of the game.  It’s his swift 
skating that allows him to pounce on turnovers and quickly turn the play up the ice for a scoring chance. Playing in an undersized and underdeveloped frame, 
Honka relies on his intelligence and sharp footwork to contain his opponents defensively and isn’t a liability, like most offensive defensemen can be.  

@HonkaJulius 
 

Alex Tuch, RW (USNTDP, USHL) 

Playing out of the US National Program, Tuch is a big robust winger who wreaks havoc by using his strength and size to wear down opponents. He is a rising 
prospect after a strong first half to his draft season and scouts are beginning to fancy his pro potential. Success has come from his competitive nature and ability 
to compliment his line mates by playing true to his brand of hockey – winning puck battles and dominating possession.  

@alextuch37 
 

 Tony DeAngelo, RD (Sarnia, OHL) 

Much like his teammate Goldobin, wildcard prospect Tony DeAngelo is a polarizing player and 
ranking him was extremely difficult despite viewing him more than any other draft prospect. From 
an offensive standpoint, DeAngelo’s upside is higher than any other rearguard in his draft class. 
Despite being undersized, DeAngelo plays an aggressive game and isn’t afraid to engage 
physically or even drop the mitts. The biggest concern surrounding DeAngelo (and the reasons 
he’s ranked this low) is that his passion for the game can occasionally get the best of him leading 
to undisciplined actions. Playing a riverboat gambler style of hockey, DeAngelo will be coveted 
by some franchises but not all of them and it’s a guessing game on how early teams decide to 
roll the dice on his talent and upside.  

@TonyDee07 
 

Dominating the OHL defensive scoring race, 
DeAngelo is trying to prove he can play defensive 
hockey as well (Terry Wilson/OHL Images) 

Roland McKeown, RD (Kingston, OHL) 

An elite skater, Roland McKeown is only a few improvements away from jumping way up this list. He’s a sound defender who contains opponents using strong 
gap control by closing off time and space with his exceptional skating ability. Offensively, McKeown transitions the puck up the ice quickly making good reads 
and low-risk passes. The former Toronto Marlboros defenseman is capable of jumping up in the rush but hasn’t quite developed the confidence to execute this 
attack as frequently as his skills should warrant. From a pure skill and hockey IQ perspective, Roland McKeown has top 10 talents and if he can show a 
willingness to engage physically, he could be a late riser. His game could use a bit of snarl to keep opponents honest.  

@McKeown20 

Robby Fabbri, LC (Guelph, OHL) 

Although his smallish frame might steer away some teams, Guelph Storm forward Robby Fabbri is a player who has shown extremely well in all my viewings. 
He’s got an innate ability to sneak into scoring areas uncontested and strike quickly. Fabbri has great hands and hockey sense so productive numbers naturally 
follow him. His skating is top-end featuring quick first steps and elusive edgework, both elements that contribute to his success as an undersized player. Fabbri 
thinks the game at an advanced level, possesses a competitive attitude and if size wasn’t a consideration, he’d be considered a top 10 pick. Don’t be surprised 
to see him as a top player years from now his potential is very high.  

@RFabbri9 
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Nikita Scherbak, LW (Saskatoon, WHL) 

Another player who has launched himself into first round consideration is Saskatoon Blades import winger Nikita Scherbak, the WHL leading rookie scorer by a 
large margin. Scherbak leads the Blades as well posting well over a point-per-game making a flawless transition into the North American junior hockey circuit. An 
intelligent player who’s shown to be very coachable, Scherbak’s game is featured around strong skating, creative vision and a willingness to engage physically in 
puck battles at both ends of the rink. He’s learning quickly and his big steps in development are exactly what teams covet.  

@neketos22 

Nick Schmalz, RC (Green Bay, USHL) 

A product of the Chicago Mission program, Nick Schmalz has been on scouting radars for several years now. It’s been Schmalz’s puck wizardry and offensive 
creativity that’s been drawing hockey minds to rinks regularly. His offensive reads and elusive agile skating makes him a dynamic player who is equally adept as a 
playmaker or a shooter. Schmalz’ high-end hockey intelligence allows for him to survive as an undersized forward but adding strength will be important for his 
success at the next level. 

@thisisnick_09 
 

Conner Bleackley, RC (Red Deer, WHL) 

As Rebel’s Captain, Bleackley is a diligent attentive forward capable of contributing in all three zones. His strong character, trust-worthy defensive acumen and non-
stop motor earn him plenty of opportunities. Producing at over a point-per-game pace, Bleackley has shown sound offensive skills but he’s fairly average in that 
department and his skating could stand to gain another gear. Bleackley projects as a versatile energy forward with admirable intangibles capable of playing in a top-
six role.  

@Bleaks9 
 

Jakub Vrana, RW (Linkoping, SWE) 

Once ranked fairly high, Vrana has experienced some bouts of inconsistency in his game and has yet to really develop the defensive awareness that scouts were 
hoping for. That aside, Vrana is an imaginative passer with above-average puck skills and his knack for cashing in on loose pucks in the scoring area doesn’t go 

unnoticed. His arsenal features a quick accurate release that can fool opposing goaltenders and his ability to find the scoring areas cannot be taught. 

Dylan Larkin, LC (USNTDP, USHL) 

Blessed with good wheels and engaging in a scrappy attack, Larkin forces the pace of the game to uncomfortable levels for opposing defenders. Playing in a north-
south direction, Larkin battles hard and drives the net with a purpose bringing the same intensity shift after shift. At the next level, it appears he won’t be a top-line 
player but Larkin certainly projects as a two-way forward who can impact that game in all three zones.  

@Dylanlarkin39 
 

Potential Abundant in OHL CROP 

Beyond the elite talent from the OHL, players outside of the first round are worthy 
investments too 
 
The North Bay Battalion and Saginaw Spirit swapped promising forwards Zach Bratina (pictured top left) and Blake 

Clarke (top right) hoping to spark a resurgence in their skilled power games in new cities. Both Bratina and Clarke are 
joined by Peterborough’s Eric Cornel (bottom left) and Kitchener Ranger’s forward Ryan MacInnis as potential second 
round selections with first round talent.  

 
All four of these players are still developing and their upside is worth the investment. In a few years’ time, we could be 
looking back at these players as “steals” of the draft, a term many draft enthusiasts enjoy throwing around. The list of 
talented OHL crop doesn’t end there as forwards Spencer Watson (Kingston) and Brendan Lemieux (Barrie) join 
defensemen Jacob Middleton (Ottawa), Alex Peters (Plymouth) and Aaron Haydon (Niagara) as (a few more) highly 
scouted prospects with potential to crack the top 60 from the Ontario Hockey League. 

 
 

 (Terry Wilson/OHL Images) 
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2014 NHL Draft 

Prospects #31-75 

 

31st Brycen Martin, LD (Swift Current, WHL) 

32nd Oskar Lindblom, RW (Brynas, SWE) 

33rd Thatcher Demko, G (Boston College, NCAA) 

34th Kevin Fiala, LC (HV71, SWE) 

35th Jack Dougherty, RD (USNTDP, USHL) 

36th Jayce Hawryluk, RW (Brandon, WHL) 

37th Spencer Watson, RW (Kingston, OHL) 

38th Josh Jacobs, RD (Indiana, USHL) 

39th Alex Nedeljkovic, G (Plymouth, OHL) 

40th John Quenneville, LW (Brandon, WHL) 

41st Ryan MacInnis, LC (Kitchener, OHL) 

42nd Vladislav Kamenev, LC (Magnitigorsk, RUS) 

43rd Alex Peters, LD (Plymouth, OHL) 

44th Eric Cornel, LC (Peterborough, OHL) 

45th Chase De Leo, C (Portland, WHL) 

46th Jack Glover, RD (USNTDP, USHL) 

47th Markus Petterson, LD (Skelleftea Jr, SWE) 

48th Brendan Lemieux, LW (Barrie, OHL) 

49th Julius Bergmann, LD (Frolunda, SWE) 

50th Johnathan MacLeod, RD (USNTDP, USHL) 

51st Vladimir Tkachyov, LW/RW (Moncton, QMJHL) 

52nd Brayden Point, RC (Moose Jaw, WHL) 

53rd Connor Chatham, RW (Plymouth, OHL) 

54th Julien Nantel, RW (Rouyn-Noranda, QMJHL) 

55th Ryan Collins, RD (USNTDP, USHL) 

56th Vladislav Gavrikov, LD (Yaroslavl, RUS) 

57th Ondrej Kase, RW (Chomutov, CZE) 

58th Adam Ollas Mattsson, LD (Djurgarden, SWE) 

59th Zach Bratina, LW (North Bay, OHL) 

60th Ville Husso, G (HIFK, FIN) 

61st Michael Bunting, LW (Sault Ste. Marie, OHL) 

62nd Christian Dvorak, LC/LW (London, OHL) 

63rd Daniel Muzito Bagenda, LW (Modo, SWE) 

64th Jake Walman, LD (Toronto Jr. Canadiens, OJHL) 

65th Alexis Vanier, LD (Baie-Comeau, QMJHL) 

66th Justin Kirkland, LW (Kelowna, WHL) 

67th Ivan Nikolishin, LW/C (Everett, WHL) 

68th Reid Gardiner, RC (Prince Albert, WHL) 

69th Blake Clarke, LW (Saginaw, OHL) 

70th Lucas Wallmark, C/RW (Luleå, SHL) 

71st Sebastian Aho, LD (Skelleftea Jr, SWE) 

72nd Nick Magyar, RW (Kitchener, OHL) 

73rd Jonas Johansson, G (Brynas J20, SWE) 

74th Aaron Haydon, RD (Niagara, OHL) 

75th Matt Mistele, LW (Plymouth, OHL) 
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On Deck: 

OHL Players to Watch 

 
 
Michael Amadio, LW (North Bay, OHL) 
Mackenzie Blackwood, G (Barrie, OHL) 
*Erik Bradford, LC (Ottawa, OHL) 
*Anthony DiFruscia, LW (Niagara, OHL) 
Christiano DiGiancinto, LW (Windsor, OHL) 
Ryan Foss, LC (Windsor, OHL) 
Hunter Garlent, RC (Peterborough, OHL) 
Brandon Halverson, G (Sault Ste. Marie, OHL) 
*Stephen Harper, LC (Belleville, OHL) 
Frank Hora, RD (Kitchener, OHL) 
Dominik Kahun, LW (Sudbury, OHL) 
Kevin Lebanc, LW (Barrie, OHL) 
Jaden Lindo, RW (Owen Sound, OHL) 
Alex Lintuniemi, LD (Ottawa, OHL) 
Darby Llewellyn, RW (Kitchener, OHL) 
Andrew Mangiapane, LW (Barrie, OHL) 
Matthew Mancina, G (Guelph, OHL) 
Jacob Middleton, LD (Ottawa, OHL) 
Brent Moran, G (Niagara, OHL) 
Brandon Prophet, LD (Saginaw, OHL) 
Dylan Sadowy, LW (Saginaw, OHL) 
Nikita Serebryakov, G (Saginaw, OHL) 
Blake Siebenaler, RD (Niagara, OHL) 
*Hunter Smith, RW (Oshawa, OHL) 
Kevin Spiinozzi, LD (Sarnia, OHL) 
*Josh Sterk, LC (Oshawa, OHL) 
David Tomacek, RC (Belleville, OHL) 
Ryan Verbeek, LW (Windsor, OHL) 
Devin Williams, G (Erie, OHL) 
Nikita Yazkov, LW (Windsor, OHL) 
 
*denotes re-entry player 

 

 

Petes’ Hunter Garlent (Top), Generals’ Josh 
Sterk (Middle) and Ottawa’s Erik Bradford 
(Bottom) are three players who were passed 
over last draft and have joined new teams in 
2013-14 flourishing in their new environments. 
(Terry Wilson & Aaron Bell / OHL Images) 

 

Draft Eligible 

Statistial Leaders 

(OHL) 

 
1. Michael Dal Colle (OSH): 57GP-35G-83P 
2. Nikolay Goldobin (SAR): 56GP-35G-81P 
3. Josh Ho-Sang (WSR):   55GP-26G-74P 
4. Robby Fabbri (GUE): 46GP-37G-70P 

5. Brendan Perlini (NIA): 46GP-28G-61P 
Ranked 25th above, Storm forward Robby 
Fabbri's talent could easily warrant a top 15 
selection. Fabbri leads all OHL eligible in goals 
with 37. (Aaron Bell/OHL Images) 
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The details of the recent incident will likely never be released publicly and while it’s an alarming black mark on his hockey resume, it isn’t without 
precedent. Playing an intense game, DeAngelo’s hot temperament and attitude concerns have been well documented in the scouting world. The 
same passion that drives DeAngelo’s tremendous offensive game can also contribute to undisciplined reactionary actions.  
 
In discussion with Mark Siedel,Chief Scout of North American Central Scouting, he openly spoke on player character, “Character is a huge part of 
the evaluation process. The actual evaluation of a kid’s ability to play the game and physical abilities like skating, shooting and playing the game 
are obviously important but the tougher part is forecasting whether these are kids that you want  or can build a team with.” 
 
The Sewell, New Jersey native is playing in his third OHL season after the Sarnia Sting drafted him with the 26th selection of the 2011 Priority 
Selection Draft. DeAngelo’s future draft position remains uncertain for more reasons than just his recent suspension. Despite his tremendous 
offensive skillset, DeAngelo’s defensive deficiencies have been glaring at times. Former NHLer and current Sting assistant coach Andy Delmore 
has had a positive influence on improving his game inside the defensive zone but DeAngelo is still prone to breaking down and reverting back to 
bad habits.  
 
Scouts are familiar with the good aspects of DeAngelo’s game as there are few who can skate, handle the puck, quarterback the powerplay or 
unleash an unruly point shot like him. Ranking the talented defenseman isn’t as black and white as it appears. Truth be told, NHL teams could 
(and likely do) have DeAngelo entirely off their list - a common practice in the scouting community. For public draft rankings (like the one found 
here in Youngblood), weighing his reward with his well-known risks is a complicated process. More likely than not, this first round talent falls out of 
the opening round altogether and lands in the hands of a team later in the draft that’s willing to work on his deficiencies.  
 
Seidel echoes the uncertainty of DeAngelo’s draft future, “It [the suspension] would have to be investigated a great deal to find out the exact 
issues, the history, the track record and the reasons but it certainly will increase the level of scrutiny for this kid as we head towards June.” 
 
 

…continued on next page 
 

 

Sarnia Sting defenseman Tony DeAngelo has been fantastic 
offensively and is looking to rebound positively from recent 
suspension. (Terry Wilson/OHL Images) 

Evaluating the boom/bust 

prospect 

No prospect is a sure thing but some come with more alarming 
risks 
 
Tuesday, Febraury 18, 2014 

 

The 2014 NHL Draft class is an intriguing one in the sense that there are several players 

with elite skill sets that aren’t necessarily complete, owning one or two concerning flaws. 
Whether it is a lack of size, deficiencies in the defensive zone or questionable character, 
NHL teams are always occupied at determining how much emphasis to place on players’ 
shortcomings and deciding at what point in the draft makes drafting a risky prospect worth 
it.  
 
Making headlines most recently, Sarnia Sting defenseman Tony DeAngelo was suspended 
internally by the Sting after an incident that took place between a teammate and himself on 
January 31st versus the Guelph Storm. Sarnia decided to take the situation to the OHL 
head office and the league’s iron fist came down with an eight-game suspension after 
DeAngelo violated the OHL’s harassment and abuse/diversity policy. As the OHL’s leading 
defensive scorer with 60 points through 43 games, Tony DeAngelo’s skill level is apparent 
but it’s the recent red flags that could dictate his ultimate draft fate.  
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DeAngelo’s TalenT exTremely Valuable 
…Continued from previous page 
 
Seidel also confirms that it’s about weighing the risks and rewards, “At some point and time, questions of character will be bypassed by being too 
much value for a team to pass up on but DeAngelo, at 5'11” and being primarily an offensive guy, won't see that happen in the 1st round unless a 
team is absolutely convinced that this was a unique situation and that he is truly a good kid with whom they want to try and build around.”  
 
Siedel admitted the importance on making every pick count, “NHL teams only have seven picks per year usually so they need to use those picks 
on kids that will be able to handle the off-ice issues, pressures, and temptations.” 
 
Deciding on that exact draft slot is a grueling decision and the team who eventually selects him will undoubtedly be taking on some inherent risk.  
 
Due diligence is a big aspect of evaluating boom/bust type of players and NHL teams want to leave nothing unanswered.  
 
Seidel explains, “The financial and team direction investment that teams have to put into players, especially 1st and 2nd round selections, is such 
that they want to be as sure as possible that they are getting a kid that can handle things on and off the ice to allow them to become NHL 
regulars”.  
 
DeAngelo is only an example of one player but when character is called into question, the process will be intensified.  
 
“Lots and lots and lots of interviews, investigations and questioning is the norm for the usual prospect but with this situation, that will only ramp up 
tenfold,” is what Seidel had to say when asked about what DeAngelo should expect heading forward after this unfortunately situation.  
 
It’s not the end of the world as the hockey community has been through similar situations. The fact that DeAngelo is a tremendous talent is what 
makes the entire situation so fascinating. Every team would love to add DeAngelo’s offensive skill set but it’s figuring out at what expense it makes 
the investment a sound one. Come draft day, DeAngelo will be selected and that could be a refreshing new start for him.  
 
One thing is for certain, Tony DeAngelo is going to need to work his way back into good favour with his coaches, teammates and the scouting 
community watching him. That will take time and patience.  
 
Tony DeAngelo will be eligible to return to action on Saturday, February 22nd when the Sarnia Sting host the Ottawa 67’s.  The Sting currently sit 
in last place in the OHL with 36 points and look destined to miss the playoffs for the third time in the past five seasons. Returning to the ice and 
displaying the high-end skill set that few players possess in this draft class will be vital for him heading towards the 2014 NHL Entry Draft. Barring 
a massive winning streak to end the season, DeAngelo has just nine games remaining in his 2013-14 OHL season. BR  
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Mid-Season 2013 NHL Mock Draft  *Order based on standings at Olympic Break 

1st Buffalo Sabres – Sam Reinhart, RC (Kootenay, WHL) 
Reinhart addresses a team need down the middle and the two-way pivot would make an eventual great captain for the Sabres. He scores, he defends and he hates to 
lose – something that has become too common in Buffalo. 
 
2nd Edmonton Oilers – Aaron Ekblad, RD (Barrie, OHL) 
Striking oil again, Edmonton crashes to the bottom of the standings just in time to snatch exceptional defenseman Aaron Ekblad, filling a huge void on the blue line. 
Eventually Edmonton will prove that losing does pay off.   
 
3rd Florida Panthers - Sam Bennett, LC (Kingston, OHL) 
The Panthers can’t pass up the talented Sam Bennett adding yet another skilled highly competitive forward to their all-world prospect pool. With depth in their lineup, 
Florida can take their time with Bennett, although they might not need to. 
 
4th Calgary Flames – Michael Dal Colle, LW (Oshawa, OHL) 
Returning to the OHL draft crop after adding Sean Monahan at the 2013 draft, Calgary selects another rangy playmaking forward with a deceptive shooting arsenal. 
Flames fans will appreciate the way that Dal Colle can create offensive chances. 
 
5th New York Islanders – Nick Ritchie, LW (Peterborough, OHL) 
With their centre position strong, Islanders opt for the high potential winger. The gritty Nick Ritchie can free up space for linemates by dominating possession and 
engaging physically. 
 
6th Nashville Predators – Leon Draisaitl, LC (Prince Albert, WHL)  
The Predators opt to select highly skilled pivot Leon Draisaitl giving them a true number one centerman through the draft. Draisaitl has top-end playmaking abilities, size 
to dominate and the two-way acumen to fit in Nashville’s responsible systems. 
 
New Jersey Devils - *forfeit pick* …Ouch! 
 
7th Carolina Hurricanes – Haydn Fleury, LD (Red Deer, WHL) 
GM Jim Rutherford adds a mobile two-way defender in Haydn Fleury who should have no problem keeping up with the play in the ‘Canes free-flowing offensive attack.  
 
8th Winnipeg Jets – Jake Virtanen, RW (Calgary, WHL) 
Virtanen provides the Jets with a future stabilizing presence on the wing and is capable of dominating the game in the dirty areas of the rink.  
 
9th Vancouver Canucks – Brendan Perlini, LW (Niagara, OHL) 
The Canucks head back to the OHL after drafting Bo Horvat 9th overall last year adding a highly skilled centerman in Brendan Perlini. His ability to handle the puck and engage in 
a possession game will be a perfect fit in Vancouver.  

 
10th Washington Capitals – William Nylander, LW (Sodertalje, SWE) 
It’s a coming home of sorts as William Nylander joins the Washington Capitals, the same franchise his father Michael called home for four seasons. Nylander’s skill and 
creativity would be welcomed in Washington giving the team another dynamic offensive weapon.  
 
11th Anaheim Ducks (formerly Ottawa) - Nikolaj Ehlers, LW (Halifax, QMJHL) 
With two selections in the opening round, GM Bob Murray adds Nikolaj Ehlers, a skilled Dane on the rise to stardom in the QMJHL playing for the Halifax Mooseheads. 
His speed, hockey intelligence and crafty hands arm him with multiple offensive weapons. Ehlers is slightly better than Connor Banks. 
 
12th Columbus Blue Jackets – Kasper Kapanen, RW (KalPa, FIN) 
Finnish GM Jarmo Kekäläinen gladly adds a dynamic offensive talent to the Blue Jackets prospect pool bringing in fellow Finn Kasperi Kapanen, the son of former 
NHLer Sami Kapanen. Slick puck skills, quick feet and an extremely competitive nature are key attributes to Kapanen’s game.  
 
13th Detroit Red Wings – Nikolay Goldobin, LC (Sarnia, OHL) 
Few players have stepped into a CHL lineup and dominated in the way that Sarnia’s Nikolay Goldobin has since joining the team in 2012-13 and leading all rookies last 
year. Goldobin’s puck skills and ability to find time and space go unmatched so he’s a natural fit to head to the Red Wings to learn from the puck wizard himself – Pavel 
Datsyuk. Oh ya, Goldobin’s agent just happens to be former Red Wing great Igor Larionov.  
 
14th Phoenix Coyotes – Jared McCann, LC (Sault Ste. Marie, OHL) 
The Coyotes took an offensive dynamo in Max Domi last year and adding Jared McCann, a player with a fantastic shooting arsenal, will give the team some promise 
down the middle. McCann is a proficient two-way forward with room to grow offensively.  
 
15th Dallas Stars – Ivan Barbashev, LW (Moncton, QMJHL) 
With a tendency to draft out of the CHL, Dallas adds import Russian Ivan Barbashev. He’s a big skilled rangy winger with impressive speed, a lethal shot and a honed 
defensive game.  
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16th Philadelphia Flyers – Julius Honka, RD (Swift Current, WHL) 
Effortless puck-rushing defenseman with underrated defensive abilities, Juluis Honka would serve as a great predecessor to Finnish veteran Kimmo Timonen if he 
were to don the Flyers’ orange and black. One of the draft’s top game breakers from the blue line.  
 
17th New York Rangers – Sonny Milano, LW (USNTDP, USHL) 
Two of the past three draft’s first round selections have come way of the USNTDP and Sonny Milano would be a worthy selection to keep the trend going. 
Ridiculously gifted with the puck, Milano would give the Rangers a dynamic offensive prospect. Not overly big but that doesn’t keep him from getting his nose dirty.  
 
18th Los Angeles Kings – Anton Karlsson, RW (Frolunda J20, SWE) 
In need of scoring in LA, Anton Karlsson can help in that department and also contribute elsewhere as well. He’s a skilled Swede and enjoys the physical aspect of 
the game.  
 
19th Minnesota Wild – Adrian Kempe, LW (Modo Jr., SWE) 
Replenishing their prospect cupboard is important for a franchise with a number of hefty salaries. Adrian Kempe is a power forward who plays a north-south style 
of game and the Wild would be lucky to grab him in the 19th slot.  
 
20th Toronto Maple Leafs – Josh Ho-Sang, RW (Windsor, OHL) 
Desperate for some offensive prospects with tantalizing upside, Toronto bucks their tendency of selecting the safe forward and adds Toronto native Josh Ho-Sang, 
a dynamic forward with game-breaking ability. He grew up wearing the blue and white on a strong Marlboros squad and would inject enthusiasm and creativity into 
the lineup.  
 
21st Montreal Canadiens – David Pastrnak, RW (Sodertalje, SWE) 
Although adding size would be ideal, David Pastrnak would be great value for the Canadiens at 21st overall and he’s already shown to be successfully against men 
in Sweden. Pastrnak possesses the offensive skills to get fans out of their seats and would be a fan favourite at the Bell Centre.  
 
22nd Tampa Bay Lightning – Roland McKeown, RD (Kingston, OHL) 
Loaded with promising young forwards, Steve Yzerman calls on Roland McKeown to drape the Lightning jersey over his shoulders. McKeown is a naturally gifted 
skater with solid two-way ability and with room to develop, his upside is scary good.  
 
23rd Boston Bruins – Alex Tuch, RW (USNTDP, USHL) 
Fitting the mold that is Bruins Hockey, Alex Tuch’s size and fierce forecheck would complement the Bruins’ suffocating attack quite nicely. The B’s personnel could 
keep close tabs on Tuch’s development as the budding power forward hones his skills playing for the NCAA’s Boston College.  
 
24th Colorado Avalanche – Conner Bleackley, RC (Red Deer, WHL) 
High character player with a dedication to both ends of the rink, Bleackley has added an offensive element to his game. On an up-and-coming Avalanche squad, 
Bleackley wouldn’t be required to carry the load when his time comes due but rather complement the numerous offensive stars. Perfect situation. 
 
25th San Jose Sharks – Jakub Vrana, RW (Linkoping, SWE) 
Fantastic passer with elite vision, Vrana uses his intelligence to manage the game at a high level. He’s committed defensively and owns a great compete level so 
the Sharks will definitely be interested in this complete package.   
 
26th Pittsburgh Penguins – Dylan Larkin, LC (USNTDP, USHL) 
The Penguins take the safe route and add a two-way physical pivot in Dylan Larkin, who is committed to the University of Michigan. With no dire need to fast track 
him, Larkin can develop his game and realize his potential under legendary coach Red Berenson.  
 
27th Chicago Blackhawks – Robby Fabbri, LC (Guelph, OHL) 
Wouldn’t be surprised to see a team grab him earlier but Robby Fabbri would slide in nicely as a Chicago Blackhawk. His possession skills, ability to identify holes 
in defences and strike quickly are rare qualities in young prospects. His only major flaw is his strength which can easily be addressed.  
 
28th St. Louis Blues – Jack Dougherty, RD (USNTDP, USHL) 
Back to the well the Blues’ go adding American defenceman Jack Dougherty, a player who competes within his skill set. Executes crisp breakout passes and uses 
his size and sound positioning to contain attacking oppositions.  
 
29th Anaheim Ducks – Nick Schmalz, RC (Green Bay, USHL) 
With their second selection in the opening round, Anaheim adds highly skilled forward Nick Schmalz. The younger brother of Blues’ prospect defenceman Jordan, 
Nick is a speedy forward with dynamic qualities often flashing his silky set of mitts on dazzling offensive rushes.  
 
  @RossyYoungblood 


